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EDITORIAL COMMENT

SUPERFICIAL VEIN THROMBOSIS IN MALIGNANCY:
AN UNDEREXTIMATED PROBLEM
P.D. Micco*
Internal Medicine and Emergency Room, Department of Medicine, Ospedale Buonconsiglio
Fatebenefratelli of Naples, Italy

Superficial vein thrombosis (SVT) is a common
disease but its real incidence has never been assessed again [1]. The association between venous
thrombosis and malignancy in fact is known since
XIX century [2]. Yet, while the association between
venous thromboembolism and malignancy has been
focus of several researches and registries in the last
years [3], the incidence of SVT has not been focused
again. A possible explanation of this trouble may be
due to the fact that SVT is usually considered a disease
with low incidence of major complication as pulmonary
embolism (PE). However, recent studies offer a new
point of view on this topic because report an increased
rate of pulmonary embolisation in patients suffering
of SVT in particular if localised at lower limbs [4].
Risk factors for SVT are similar to those for venous thromboembolism and are divided in transient
thrombotic risk factor as recent surgery, prolonged
bed rest, administration of pro-trombotic drugs
(e.g. chemotherapy, hormonal drugs and so on,
presence of peripheral venous catheter) and in fixed
thrombotic risk factors (e.g. chronic disease as malignancy, presence of molecular thrombophilia, previous
venous thrombosis in any site, presence of varicose
veins of lower limbs) [5].
From an epidemiological point of view malignancy
and its therapy is considered the most common
risk factor for SVT but also molecular thrombophilia
is considered a common risk factor for SVT [6].
Several studies showed an increased incidence
of inherited thrombophilia in particular the presence
of factor V Leiden and\or hyperhomocysteinemia
in patients affected by SVT; acquired molecular prothrombotic condition associated to SVT are mainly
represented by antiphospholipid syndrome or acquired
activated protein C resistance. Few studies focused
the association of molecular prothrombotic conditions
in oncological patients affected by SVT.
From a pathological point of view we may distinguish SVT localised at lower or upper limb or also
at unusual sites of thrombosis; moreover we should
differentiate SVT of large venous vessels from SVT
of small venous vessels because the possibility of
embolisation is different. Another relevant trouble is
related to the possibility of detection of SVT of small
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venous because the presence of short peripheral
venous catheter placed to perform administration of
several drugs (fluids, antibiotics, parenteral nutrition,
blood derivates and so on) [7]. In these cases a fine
nursing surveillance may be helpful for the identification of a SVT in the site of presence of short peripheral
venous catheter because the presence of clinical signs
of SVT such as painful and localised area next to the
short peripheral venous catheter as the presence
of peripheral inflammation as the presence of local
palpable cord.
Moreover, from diagnostic point of view another
relevant problem is related to the difficulties to perform a SVT diagnosis with objective method after we
have identified a suspected area with clinical signs
and symptoms. Instrumental test such as ultrasound
vascular scan associated with colorDoppler flow
raise good sensibility and specificity but only for large
venous vessels as great saphens and so on while
its specifity falls if we consider SVT of small venous
vessels.
Finally, for venous thromboembolism due to the
presence of deep venous thrombosis we have a clear
idea of the intensity and duration of antithrombotic
treatment, while treatment and follow up of SVT are
still matter of discussion because there are not specific guidelines for the intensity and the duration of
antithrombotic treatment and follow up methods are
matter of discussion too because clinical surveillance
may fail while ultrasound scan is safe only for great
venous vessels.
In conclusion, an increased interest should be reserved to the clinical trouble of SVT because several
topics are less known if compared to venous thromboembolism for the presence of deep venous thromboses while major complication as PE may be relevant
and similar. Moreover, an improvement of our methodological and clinical approach should be considered
because SVT may be also a disease that may reduce
quality of life of oncological patients, so an improvement
of our knowledge on risk factors in order to prevent SVT,
type of treatment and follow up is needed.
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